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Abstract: It is shown that for nearly circular regions discretized versions of the Newton type methods of Wegmann 
(1978) and Hiibner (1986) converge locally to fixed points. Convergence is linear. The rates can be determined 
approximately for several standard regions. The dominant operator acts only on a subspace of high-order harmonics. 
Therefore under conditions of smoothness and/or symmetry convergence can be much faster. The fixed points satisfy 
a discrete version of Lavrentev’s variational principle. Therefore the resulting approximations for conformal mapping 
are essentially as accurate as Wittich’s approximation for the conjugation operation. 
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1. Introduction 
During the last years several Newton type iterative methods for conformal mapping have been 
developed [12,13,6,4]. It has been proved that these methods converge locally quadratic in certain 
function spaces. The methods require in each iteration two or three applications of the operator 
K of conjugation. The straightforward discretization on a grid with an even number of N = 2n 
points, is obtained by simply replacing the operator K by the Wittich operator K, (see, e.g., [2]). 
Since K, is obtained by trigonometric interpolation and conjugation of the interpolating 
polynomial, it can be evaluated very efficiently using the Fast Fourier Transform [5]. General 
principles of numerical analysis guarantee, that the discretized version follows the behaviour of 
the continuous iteration as long as the numerical error is negligible. But then? 
Already the first numerical experiments reported in [12] show the following behaviour: At first 
the iteration shows characteristics of quadratic convergence, then it switches to linear conver- 
gence. It may diverge finally. The discretized version of the method of Hiibner shows the same 
phases of initial quadratic, then linear convergence. It converges in all reasonable cases to a 
solution of the discrete Theodorsen equation. In the meantime several workers ([lO,ll] and 
several personal communications) reported on calculations with similar results, which seem to be 
typical. 
One can argue, that after turning off from quadratic convergence the iteration must be heavily 
influenced by numerical error anyway. Therefore, it does not matter what happens afterwards, 
and one can stop the calculation at any time. Nevertheless, it is annoying, that there is no 
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well-defined “result” of the iteration if the iteration does not converge, and that there is no 
convincing rule for the termination of the iteration. The linear phase of convergence is 
“extraneous” in the sense that it is brought in by the discretization. It is well known from other 
branches of numerical mathematics, that extraneous effects can disturb and even destroy a 
numerical computation. Therefore, it is necessary to be aware of this effect, to estimate its 
influence and to limit it as much as possible. 
In this paper we study the convergence of the discretized methods for nearly circular regions 
with boundary curve parametrized by (1 + E(s))eiS. The “naive” discretization of the method of 
Wegmann leaves the (cos &)-term undamped. We modify it by adding a suitable (cos nt)-term 
and show that this modified method has fixed points which are also points of attraction. The 
proof uses the implicit function theorem and a theorem of Ostrowski [9]. A similar analysis 
shows, that the discrete Hiibner method converges locally to fixed points which are solutions of 
the discrete Theodorsen equation. Convergence is linear with rates which can be approximately 
calculated for several standard regions. Smoothness of the boundary and initial data as well as 
symmetry are favourable for faster convergence. 
Finally we observe that the fixed points of the method of Wegmann, the solution of the 
discrete Theodorsen equation and the solution of the polynomial interpolation problem dis- 
cussed in [14] all satisfy the same discrete version of the Lavrentev variational principle [7]. 
Therefore, one can conclude that the results of these three methods coincide in terms of first 
order in E and the numerical error is given by the error of the Wittich approximation KNt for 
K& 
2. Notation 
Let G be a bounded simply connected region in @ with 0 E G. The boundary curve r := aG is 
parametrized by a 27-periodic complex function n(s), which is continuously differentiable, such 
that i(s) # 0 and 6 has winding number 1 on the interval [0, 2711. Then + can be represented by 
6(s) = r(s) exp(io(s)), (2.1) 
with continuous real functions Y(S) and 0(s) such that r(s) and 8(s) - s are 2q-periodic, and 
T(S) is positive. 
Let & be the conformal mapping of the unit disc D onto G normalized by the usual 
conditions 
G(O) = 0, &‘(O) > 0. (2.2) 
Then 6 can be extended to a continuous function on the closed disc, and the boundary values 
can be represented in the form 
&(e”) = q(Sl(t)), (2.3) 
with a function s^ such that $(ct) - t is continuous and 2+periodic. 
Let N = 2n be an even number and let 
r,=(p-l)$ (2.4) 
be equidistributed grid points in [0, 2~). We denote vectors in RN and UZN by boldface letters, 
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and the components by latin letters with subscripts. If f is a continuous function and s a vector 
in RN, we mean by f(s) the vector with components f(s,)_ The product x .y and quotient x/y 
of vectors x and y are defined componentwise. With this notation x2 := x . x. If c is a constant 
x + c is the vector with components X, + c. 
The Wittich operator K, is an N-dimensional approximation of the operator of conjugation 
K (see, e.g., [2]) which is obtained by conjugating the trigonometric interpolation polynomial. It 
is defined for f~ R N in the following way. Calculate the Fourier coefficients 
N 
a, := ; c fp cos It,, 
1 
N 
h, := - C f, sin lt,, 
n 
(2.5) 
p=l p=l 
forI=l,...,n-l.Then 
n-1 
K, f:= c a, sin It-b, cos It. (2.6) 
I=1 
The formulas in the following can be written in a more compact form if some notation for the 
coefficients a, and a,, is introduced. For f E RN we define 
(2.7) 
The range of K as an operator in the space L2 of square integrable 2a-periodic functions has 
codimension 1. It consists of all functions cp with J(G) = 0, where J is the mean value defined by 
J(+) := &kzTq5(t) dt. (2.8) 
The range of the operator K, in RN has codimension 2. It consists of all vectors f with 
J,( f) = 0 and J,,( f) = 0. The equation 
(I+K2b=J(+) 
is replaced by 
(I+K;)~=J,(~)+J,(~)~cos Ht. 
This difference is responsible for some peculiarities 
method. 
By C2 we denote the space of 2a-periodic twice 
With the norm 
IIEII := IIEIl,+ Il~llm+ llf’llm 
defined in terms of the maximum norm 1) . )I m of 
Banach space. 
3. The discrete iterative method 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
of discretizations obtained by the Wittich 
continuously differentiable real functions. 
(2.11) 
the function and its derivatives, this is a 
Let 7, r, 8 be the functions introduced at the beginning of Section 2. Then the following 
iteration is a discretized version of the method that has been introduced in [12] and further 
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investigated in [13]. We use the vector operations defined in Section 2. 
Choose a start vector sg E RN. 
If sk is available for some k > 0, calculate 
2):= 0(sJ - t, (3.1) 
w:=K,v 9 (3.2) 
(3.3) 
q := Im(exp( w - ie(s,)) *q(sk)), 
p:=Kfi, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
_ Reds,) p + tj cot ff + /? cos nt 
Sk+1 := Sk -- 
ti(%) Y(Q). exd4 . 
(3.7) 
The operator K, is based on trigonometric interpolation. Therefore, it can be evaluated 
efficiently by FFT [5]. The numbers (Y, p and 4 occur as a byproduct of the Fourier analysis 
(2.5) performed in the evaluation of (3.2) and (3.5) by the Wittich method. 
One can discretize the method of [12,13] in a straightforward way by simply replacing the 
operator K of conjugation by the Wittich operator K,. The method described above differs from 
this “naive” discretization by the oscillating term p( - l)‘“-’ = p cos nt,. We will see in the next 
two sections that this additional term improves the performance of the method considerably. 
4. Fixed points and convergence 
The method described in Section 3 is a stationary iteration process of the form 
Sk+1 = %J, 
with a nonlinear operator B which is defined in two steps by 
F(s):=exp((K,-i1)(8(s)-t)). exp(-it).q(s), 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
B(s) :=s - 
(Re+[K,+cot(J,(B(s)-t)).J,] Im)F(s)+J,(B(s)-t).cosnt 
y(s). ehL(~b) - t>) 
(4.3) 
The compact formula (4.3) needs some explanation. The expression in square brackets is an 
operator, namely K, plus a scalar multiple of J,. This operator is applied to the imaginary part 
of F(s). The result is added to the real part of F(s). 
We study now this iteration for regions which are close to the unit circle. We assume that the 
boundary curve admits a representation of the form 
~($1 = (1 + t(s)) eiS, (4.4) 
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with a real 2T-periodic function t(s), which is small in the C2-norm. The iteration operator B 
depends on 6 via the functions 0, r, TJ and F. We investigate the dependence on 5‘ more closely 
and write F(s, 6) and B(s, 5‘) to express this dependence explicitly. 
Theorem 1. There is e > 0 and a unique continuous mapping s*(E) defined for 
11511 <e, (4.5) 
with values in II%’ N, which has the following properties: 
(a) s *( 5) is a fixed point of the iteration (4.1) with the operator B( s, 6); 
(b) s*(O) = t; 
(c) The function s * (5) is continuously differentiable. For 5 = 0 the derivative Dt { s * (<)} of this 
function with respect to 5 is the linear operator on C2 
D&s*(+) = K&(t), $ E C2; (4.6) 
(d) These fixedpoints are points of attraction; i.e., for each 5 with (4.5) there is a neighbourhood 
of s * (6) such that the iteration (4.1) starting with any s0 in this neighbourhood converges to s * (6). 
Proof. (1) A point s * is a fixed point of the mapping B if and only if the numerator of (4.3) 
vanishes, i.e., the fixed points are exactly the solutions of the equation 
Z(s, ‘9 = 0, (4.7) 
with Z defined by 
Z(s, <):=(Re+ [K,+cot(J,(B(s)-t)).J,] Im)F(s)+J,,(B(s)-t).cosnt. 
(4.8) 
The dependence on s is explicit in (4.8), while 5 enters via (4.4) into the functions 17, 0 and F. 
(2) For < = 0 and s = t we calculate q(s) = exp(it), exp(ie(s)) = i exp(it), e(s) - t = &r, 
whence (Y = :IT, /? = 0 and F(t) = -i follows, and finally Z( t, 0) = 0. Therefore, s * (0) = t is a 
fixed point of B(s, 0). 
(3) -Z is built up 
points sP. Since 
ecs) =s+ 
by elementary functions from the values of the functions 77 and B at the 
fa - arctan 5’(s) 
1 +‘z(s) ’ 
only the values of 5 and $ occur. The set 
U:=((s,~)~IWNxC2:/~~~~~~,~s~-t,~~~71for~=1,...,~) 
is an open neighbourhood of (t, 0). For (s, E) E U the function 6’ is well-defined and satisfies 
Ie(+tP-++ Is,-tt,I+ arctanIfl;;’ ) 
sP 
< &r+ arctan f < +TT. 
This implies 0 < J,( f?(s) - t) < 7~. Therefore also the cotangent term in (4.8) remains finite. 
(4) Since 6 is twice continuously differentiable, Z is a continuously differentiable mapping 
Z : U --j R! N. We verify the hypotheses of the implicit function theorem [l, p.2651. 
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The derivative D,A of a mapping A(s, 5) at the point (t, 0) is a linear operator in u E RN. We 
denote the derivative of a mapping defined by an expression { . . . } by D,{ . . . }(u). We calculate 
o,{e(s)-t}(~)=s(t).u=U, 
since 4 = 1 for 5 = 0. Using this we obtain 
OX{ J,(@) - t>}(u) =J,(uL ~,{cot(J,(G> - t,>>(u) = -J&L 
D,{exp((K,-i1)(8(s) -t))}(u) = -i(K,-il)u, 
OS{ n(s)}(u) = i exp(it) mu, 
and using this 
OS{ F(s, t)}(u) = -iK,u. 
Therefore, the partial derivative of Z with respect to s at the point (t, 0) is 
D,{Z(& O}(u)= -K,&+J,(u)+J,(u)cosnt=u, (4.9) 
in view of (2.10). Hence the partial derivative of Z with respect to s is the identity operator. We 
can invoke the theorem of implicit functions and conclude that there is an e1 > 0 such that there 
is a unique continuous mapping s * (5) defined for 115 1) < e1 with s*(O) = t and Z(s*(t), 5) = 0 
for all E with 11 E (1 < ci. This proves statements (a) and (b) of the theorem. 
(5) The derivative Dt of a mapping A(s, <) at the point (t, 0) is a linear operator of + E C2. 
We derive from the representation (4.4) that 
DC{ d(s) - t}(+) = -4(t)> 
DE{ J,,(o(s) - t)}(+> = -J&(t)), Dt{cot(J,(%) - t))}(+> =J,(+(t>>, 
Dt{exp((KN - ir>(e(s> - t))}(G) = i(K, - iI)+( 
Dt{v(s))(+) = edit) a+(t), 
Dt{ F(s, t’>}(G) =-i+(t) + iKN&(f) +6(t), 
and finally 
D${Z(s, c>>(G) = -&+(t) +i(t> +G%(t> -J&(t)) -J,(+(t> 
= -K/&(t). 
1 . cos nt 
Equation (4.6) now follows from the well-known formula for the derivative 
function. 
of the implicit 
(6) With the arguments used before for Z one can show that B is a continuously differentia- 
ble mapping of U into RN. In the preceding steps of the proof, we have only calculated 
derivatives at the point (t, 0). Now we have to consider the partial derivative D, B at different 
points (s, <) E U and denote this, changing the notation somewhat, by D, B(s, 5). This is a 
mapping of RN into RN and can therefore be represented using the standard basis by a matrix. 
Since B is continuously differentiable, the matrix elements of D,yB depend continuously on 
(s, 5). The fixed point s *(<) is a continuous function of 5. Therefore, D,, B( s *(E), t) depends in 
a continuous way on E E C2. For [ = 0 one calculates easily, using (4.9), that 
D,,B(s*(O), 0) = 0 (4.10) 
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is the null operator. The eigenvalues of a matrix are continuous functions of the matrix elements. 
Therefore also the spectral radius Y,( .) is a continuous function of the matrix. Putting all this 
together we conclude, that 
is a continuous function of 5 E C2. It follows from (4.10) that r,,(O) = 0. Therefore, there exists 6 
with 0 < 6 G 6, such that r,,(t) < 1 for all E with I] 5 11 < 6. This verifies the hypothesis of the 
theorem of Ostrowski [9], [8, p.3001 and proves that the fixed points s*(t) are points of 
attraction for the iteration (4.1) for all 5 with ]I < I] < 6. 0 
One can express (4.6) in a different way by saying that in terms of first order in < 
s*(t) -t= K,<(t). (4.11) 
In this form it is a discrete analogon of Lavrentev’s variational principle [7, p.4421, which states, 
that in terms of first order in 5 
$1) - t = K(. (4.12) 
We can now assess the significance of the (cos nt)-term in (3.7) by which the method of 
Section 3 differs from the naive discretization, which leads instead of (4.8) to a function 
Z(s, 0 := (Re + [K, + cot(.&,(s(s) - c)) .J,] Im)F(s), 
and instead of (4.3) to 
For these functions (4.9) is replaced by 
o,{Z(s, <)}(U) = -K;u+J,(u) =.-J,(.)cos nt. 
This is a projection of lhQN onto the hyperplane { u : J,,(v) = O}. On the other hand the derivative 
with respect to 5, 
= -&&) +J,($(t)) ‘COS nt, 
explicitly contains a (cos nt)-term. Therefore, there cannot exist a function s”*( 0, continuous in 
a neighbourhood of < = 0, such that s”*(O) = t and 2(5*(E), 5) = 0. This means that there are no 
fixed points of the iteration with the operator j, at least no fixed points, which depend in a 
reasonable way on the region. This result precludes the iteration in general from converging to 
any meaningful limit. 
For the derivative of B at the point (t, 0) one obtains 
OS{ B(s, O}(U) = J,(u) * cos nl. 
This is a projector onto the one-dimensional space of scalar multiples of cos nr. Hence the 
spectral radius of this operator is 1, and the iteration leaves the (cos nt)-term undamped. 
Therefore, even for the simplest case of the unit circle where a fixed point t trivially exists, 
convergence can be at most sublinear. 
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5. Detailed analysis of convergence 
Let TJ be a curve such that the iteration described in Section 3 has a fixed point s *. Near the 
fixed point the iterative method behaves almost like a linear one with iteration matrix equal to 
the derivative OS{ B(s)}(u) evaluated at s *. We use the same notation as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, i.e., D,{B(s)}(u) d enotes the derivative of the function B(s). The derivative is a 
linear operator applied to u E [WN. Now we calculate this operator. In this section all the 
derivatives are evaluated at a fixed point s *. 
At a fixed point s*, there holds Z(s*) = 0, with Z defined by (4.8). Therefore, the derivative 
of B is 
We use the notation w, (Y, /? introduced in Section 3 and calculate 
D,{ Z(s)}(u) = (Re + [K, + cot (Y -J,] Im)D,{ F(s)}(u) 
+D,${p}(u)*cos nt- J&m fls*)P,bHu) 
sin2a 
> (5.2) 
D,{e(s)}(u) =d(s*)-u, o,{w}(u>=KN(e(s*>.U), 
o,~{a}(u)=J,(B(s*>.u), Q{P}(u)=J,(~(~*>-u>; 
D,{F(s)}(~)=exp(w-i8(s*)).(il(s*).u+7)(S*).(K~-il)(e(S*).U)) 
=r(s*)-exp(w).u+exp( w-i0(s*))*71(S*).(KN-iJ)(ti(s*).u). 
(5.3) 
We insert this into (5.2) and (5.1) and notice that the term containing +I(S *) in (5.3) cancels with 
the first u on the right-hand side of (5.1). There remains 
r(d(s*) .u) 
QPbH(u) = - +*> . exp(w) ’ 
with the linear operator 
Y(z)=(Re+ [K,+cot cy-J,] Im)(exp(w-i0(s*)).q(s*)*(K,-il)z) 
+J,(z) * cos nt - 
J,(Im F(s* )) -J&) 
sin2a 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
For nearly circular regions with parametrization (4.4) we can obtain more information about 
how the method converges. To this aim we observe that the operator Y depends on the curve, i.e., 
on the function <. To express this, we write Y(<, z). It follows from (4.10) that Y(0, z) = 0 is the 
null operator. Therefore, the lowest order term Y, of the Taylor expansion of Y(<, z) is linear in 
[ E C2, i.e., it is linear in 6 and its first and second derivatives. The difference Y, := Y - Y, 
contains terms of order k 2 in 5. 
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We calculate the linear approximation Y, for Y directly from formula (5.5) using the linear 
approximations of the constituents. By = we indicate that higher order terms in 5 are omitted. 
From 
19(s) = s + +rr - arctan i(s) 
I + 5(s) 
=s+ &r-5’(s) 
and the discrete Lavrentev principle (4.11) 
s * = t + &5(t), 
we get 
B(S*) - t = +ll+ K&t) -i(t), N’” Kit(t) -&i(t), 
exp( w - ie(s*)) = -i exp(-ir) . (1 + Kit(t) - KNg(f) - iKJ-(t) + i<(t)), 
n(s*) = (1 + t(t) + iKNt(t)). exp(it), 
F(s*) =exp(w- ie(s*)) .n(s*) 
= -i(l + Kit(t) - KNj(f) - iK,t(t) + ii(i)). (1 + c(t) + iK,S(r)) 
= t(t) - i(1 + (I+ K;)<(t) - Ki\,i(l)), 
exp(Mt--iie(s*)).n(s*).(KN--1) 
=i(t).K,-(1+(I+~~)5(t)-KNi(t)).I 
-i(l+(1+Ki)5(r)-K,i(t)).KN-i{(t).I, 
(Y = $r -J&(t), cot QI = J,{(t), sin (Y = 1. 
We insert these approximations into (5.5) and obtain finally Y( 5, Z) = Yi( <, z), with 
Y,(5, z)=i(~).K,z+z.K,~(t)+K,((K,i(r)).K,z-i(t).z) 
Since each term in Y, already contains a factor E or ,$! we get D,B correct in first order of ,$ if 
all other factors in (5.4) are approximated by the term of zeroth order in 6. This is for Y( s * ) and 
exp( w) as well as for e( s * ) the constant 1. Therefore we get 
D,{ B(s, t)}(u) = - Y&C, u). (5 J) 
The operator Y, is nontrivial only as an effect of the discretization. In fact, if we replace in 
(5.6) K, by the operator K, Jo by the mean value J defined in (2.Q the vectors E( 1) and j(t) by 
the functions E and 6, and the vector z by a function + we get the continuous analogue ?i of Y,: 
f,(& ~):=j.K~+O.Ki+K(K~.K~-i.~) 
+J(5)J(~)-((I+K2)5).~-K(((I+K2)5).~~). (5 4 
The first three terms in (5.8) cancel in view of the identity 
(Im - K Re)(({+ iK$)(+ + iK+)) = 0, 
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which is valid since J(g) = 0. The last three terms in (5.8) cancel due to the identity I + K2 = J. 
Therefore f1 is the null operator. The operator fi is the approximation by first-order terms in < 
to the derivative of the iteration operator of the continuous iterative method at a fixed point. The 
vanishing of fi is therefore a consequence of the quadratic convergence of the continuous 
iterative method, which has been shown in [12,13]. 
For the special case t(s) = cos Is, 1 < I< n, the operator Y, can be easily calculated. We find 
0 for v=O,l,..., n-l-l, 
Y,(cos Is, cos vt) = 1 cos nt for v = n - I, (5.9) 
21 cos(N- I- v)t for v=n-l+l,...,n, 
Y,(cos Is, sin vt) = 
1 
0 for v=l,...,n-1, 
-21 sin(N-l- v)t for v=n--l+l,...,n-1. 
(5 .lO) 
Hence, the operator Y: represented in the basis of the trigonometric functions is diagonal. Two 
diagonal elements are equal to 212, and 21- 2 elements are equal to 412. All other elements are 0. 
Hence, the spectral radius of Y, is equal to 
cJ(yd = 1 6 forl=l, 21 for 1=2,..., n - 1. (5.11) 
In view of (5.7) and the theorem of Ostrowski this determines the asymptotic rate of convergence 
of the iterative method. 
We apply this to some standard regions. For the eccentric circle with parametrization p(s) 
= /l + p2 + 2p cos s we get E(s) =p cos s and an asymptotic convergence factor q,,,, =pfi. 
For the inverted ellipse with p(s) = \i’l - (1 - p') cos’s we obtain t(s) = - :(l -p) cos 2s and 
4,0,” = 2(1 -p). The = -sign indicates here that only terms of first order in p or 1 -p, 
respectively, are retained. 
This investigation shows, that the discrete iterative method is linearly convergent with 
convergence factors which are about equal to those calculated in [15] for much simpler methods. 
If one starts the iteration with “rough” initial data, which can, e.g., be obtained by s,, := t, + Alp, 
where the S; are independent random variables, and A is a real scaling factor, one can confirm 
these findings easily by numerical experiments. 
The convergence analysis is based on the investigation of differences B(X) - B( y). Usually 
this is approximated by the first-order term OS{ B(s)}( x - JJ). We have calculated in (5.7) the 
first-order term of the Taylor expansion of OS{ B(s, t)}(u). We found that the range of the 
resulting operator Y, is restricted to high-order harmonics. This was explicitly shown only for 
t(s) = cos Is. But it carries over to functions 5 which are sufficiently smooth so that in their 
Fourier series 
t(s) = Cal cos Is + b, sin IS 
the coefficients a, and b, decrease rapidly. This property, namely, that Y, acts only on a 
subspace of dimension +K N of high-order Fourier components which are not excited for smooth 
functions and smooth initial data, explains, why the method in favourable cases can converge 
much faster than calculated by the worst-case analysis above. 
Besides smoothness another favourable property is symmetry. Consider, e.g., the iteration for 
an inverted ellipse with startvector s 0 := t. In view of symmetry, B(s) - t remains in the linear 
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span of {sin 2vt, 1 < Y -C in}, which we call R,. Therefore, OS{ B(s)} maps R, into R,. Let 
RN = R, CB R, be a direct sum decomposition. In view of (5.9) and (5.10) Y, maps R, to 0 and 
R, into R,. As long as symmetry is retained, Y, does not influence the iteration. Therefore, 
OS{ B(s)} restricted to R, is quadratic in & 
We illustrate this by Fig. 1 which shows the result of a series of calculations for an inverted 
ellipse with p = 0.6 and startvector s0 := t with different N. The diagram shows the maximum 
component of the changement sk - sk_i in dependence of the number k of iteration. Obviously, 
in the initial phase convergence is quadratic, which indicates, that the terms quadratic in 
u := s - s* dominate. Then the iteration turns to being linear, with a convergence factor 
= (1 - P)~. That this factor is quadratic in 1 - p can be shown by repeating the calculations with 
different p. Here the terms which are linear in u and quadratic in 6 are dominant. The moment 
of switching from the quadratic branch to the linear one depends on N. It occurs when the 
changement in s is of the order of the numerical error. We have drawn in Fig. 1 also the error of 
the iterate skPl measured by the maximum component of 77 ( sk _ i) - &(exp(it)). These dashed 
curves show that the maximum accuracy is almost achieved in the quadratic phase of the 
iteration. Only the first few iterations of the linear phase improve the solution. Then these error 
curves rise again, which indicates linear divergence. These branches of the curves all point back 
to a point somewhere around lo-i6 to lo-i5 on the ordinate, which is the machine accuracy. In 
fact, rounding errors destroy the symmetry of the computed solution, and the terms linear in 
both u and < take over. It has also been observed in the numerical experiments of Song [lo] that 
rounding errors may be the cause of “instability”. 
,) (dashed lines) for an inverted Fig. 1. Changement 11 sk - 
I 1 1 I 
k 10 20 30 
sk_, 11 in the k th iteration (solid lines) and error of q( sk_ 
ellipse with p = 0.6 and various values of N. 
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6. Hibner’s method 
The method of Hiibner is designed for starshaped regions with the boundary curve represented 
in polar coordinates 
4.4 = 4.4 e’“, 
with a positive continuously differentiable 2a-periodic function p(s). We use the abbreviation 
and formulate the iterative method in an analogous way as in Section 3. The formulas are written 
in the notation for vector operations introduced in Section 2. The vector r defined in (6.2), e.g., 
has components rP := /m. 
Choose a start vector sO E lR N. 
If sk is available for some k > 0, calculate 
f = sk - t - &(l”g &)), (6.1) 
2):= arctan a(~,), r:= {l + ( o(s,))’ , (6.2) 
w := KNZ), 
N 
a:=$ cup, 
p=l 
f 4Sk) 
“= r-exp(w) ’ 
P := K,q, 
sk+l ‘= Sk 
f __ 
r* 
- 
(6.3) 
(64 
(p + 8. tan a) .exp(w) 
r 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
Except for a different calculation of the constant term 4. tan (Y in (6.8), which is simpler and 
in closer analogy to that of (3.7) derived in [13], this is the straightforward discretization of the 
method of Hiibner [6] obtained by replacing the operator K of conjugation by the Wittich 
operator K,. 
7. Convergence of Hibner’s method 
The method described in Section 6 is a stationary iteration 
sk+l = H(Sk),? (7.1) 
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with a nonlinear operator H which can be written in compact form 
T(s) H(s) :=s-- - - 
r2 
(7.2) 
with the function 
T(s) = s - t - K,(log p(s)). (7.3) 
In this notation, T(s) = 0 is the discrete Theodorsen equation. It follows from (7.2) that the 
solutions of the discrete Theodorsen equation are fixed points of the iteration (7.1). It is well 
known that the discrete Theodorsen equation has a solution under the only hypothesis, that p(s) 
is continuous (see [3] for this most general result). For nearly circular regions with parametriza- 
tion 
17(s) = (1+5(s)) e’“, (74 
the existence is an easy byproduct of the following convergence theorem whose formulation and 
proof is in close analogy to Theorem 1. Here, we write again < explicitly as an argument of H 
and T. 
Theorem 2. There is e > 0 and a unique continuous mapping s”([j defined for 5 E C2, 
11511 66, 
and with values in I!2 N, which has the following properties: 
(a) s”( .$) is a solution of the discrete Theodorsen equation T( s, 5) = 0 and a fixed point of the 
iteration (7.1) with the operator H(s, 5); 
(b) i(O) = t; 
(c) The function s”( 6) is continuously differentiable. For 5 = 0 the derivative D$ with respect to E 
is the linear operator on C2 
DE{s”(8}(+) = TW(t)> + E C2; (7.5) 
(d) These fixed points s” are points of attraction: i.e., for each E with 115 11 < e there is a 
neighbourhood of s”( 0 such that the iteration (7.1) starting with any s0 in this neighbourhood 
converges to s”( 5‘). 
Proof. (1) On the open set U:= RN x { ( E C2 : II< II < l} the mapping T(s, 5) is well-defined 
and continuously differentiable. Obviously T( t, 0) = 0. We obtain for the derivatives at the point 
(t, 0) 
D,{ T(s, c>}(u) = II, Dt{T(s> <>}(+> = -G#+). (7.6) 
Hence D,T is the identity. From the implicit function theorem we conclude that there is pi > 0 
such that for I] 5 I] < c1 there is a unique continuous mapping s”( .$) with s”(0) = t and T( s”( E), 5) 
= 0. This function is continuously differentiable. The derivative at 6 = 0 is obtained from (7.6). 
(2) Since 5 is twice continuously differentiable, H(s, <) is a continuously differentiable 
mapping. For (t, 0) we see after some calculations that D,H = 0 is the null operator. Let us 
denote by rSp( <) the spectral radius of D,H evaluated at the point ($( [), E). Then r,, is a 
continuous function of < E C2 with ]I t ]I < 6,. Since r,,(O) = 0, there exists E > 0 with c G c1 such 
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that q&3 < 1 for IIEII < C. For these < the corresponding fixed points s”(t) satisfy the 
hypothesis of the theorem of Ostrowski, hence they are points of attraction. q 
8. Convergence analysis of Hibner’s method 
We perform the analogous analysis as in Section 5. Let q(s) = p( s)eiS be a curve and s” a 
solution of the discrete Theodorsen equation. Near s” Hiibner’s method behaves almost like a 
linear iteration method with an iteration matrix equal to the derivative D,{ H(s)}(u) evaluated at 
s”. We calculate this operator. In this section all the derivatives are evaluated at a solution s” of the 
discrete Theodorsen equation. They are linear functions of u E RN. 
For a solution of the discrete Theodorsen equation, there holds T(Z) = 0 with T defined by 
(7.3). Therefore, with the notation of Section 6 the derivative of H is 
with the derivative of T being 
D,{T(s)}(u)=u-&,(a(;).~). (8.2) 
For a more detailed analysis of the convergence we calculate for nearly circular regions 
defined by (7.4) the term of lowest order in the Taylor expansion of the operator OS{ H(s, <)} 
with respect to 5. It turns out that the first nontrivial term is quadratic in 6. We use = to 
indicate that higher order terms are omitted. 
We start from 
‘34 
+) = 1 .+ 5(s) = i(s) -&MS). 
From (7.5) there follows the discrete Lavrentev principle 
s”-- t = K&(t). 
In view of this it is sufficient to use the linear approximation ti( s) = c(s), to get the approxima- 
tion 
‘J(g) = i(t) - g(t). r;(t) + t-(t) . q&(t) 
accurate to terms quadratic in 5. We then insert this into (8.2): 
Q{T(% 01(~> -,-K,(i(t).u)+K,(j(t).5(t).u)-KN(~(t).KN~(t).U). 
For the second term on the right-hand side of (8.1) we need also 
r2 = 1 + u(Q2 = 1 + i(Q2. 
Since the last term in (8.1) contains explicitly a factor u = g, we need of the other factors only 
the first order in 6. Using 
0 = ,C(t>. w = K&(f), exp( w) = 1 + KNj( t), 
a =J,(&>), tan (Y -J,(<(t)), r= 1, 
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we obtain 
(T(s”) Q{T(s, G](u) 
exp( w). t-(Z) 
= (i(t) -i(+t(t) +~(~)~~,5(~))~ (~-KN(tQ).U))+ -&&(f)) 
-i(t).u-i(t).5(f).u+~(t).~~~(I).U-i(t).KN(i(l).11) 
-&(t)~u*K,~(t). 
We then insert these approximations into (8.1) and obtain first 
Q{ H(& G](u) 
= U - (1 - i(f)‘) .u+ K&(f) .U) - KN(&) .6(t) .u) + K&(f) .K,‘$(t) .u> 
-(l+KN~(1)).(Kh:+Jo(5’(1)).Jo)(~(r).u-~(t).5(r).u 
+ t(t). Q&(t) .U-i(t).K,(i(t).u)-i(t).u.K,~(t)), 
and finally 
Q{ H(s, O)(u) = Y”(L u), (8.3) 
with Y, defined by 
Y”(‘L u) = i(t)*. U-KNS’(f).&r(i(f).~) 
+KN(i(t).KN(i(t).U)+~(f).U.KN~(t))-JO(i(t)).JO(i(t).U). 
As in (5.8) we can define a continuous analogue of Y, 
(8.4) 
~~(5,~)=5’*~-K5’.K(i~)+K(5’.K(~~)+i~.Ki)-J(i).J(i9). (8.5) 
The last term in (8.5) vanishes, since J( $) = 0 as a consequence of the periodicity of 5. The 
first three terms on the right-hand side of (8.5) are equal to 
(Re + K Im)((i+ iKg)(& + iK(&))) = 0, 
which is also zero because J(i) = 0. The vanishing of the operator ,‘H is a consequence of the 
quadratic convergence of the continuous Hiibner method proved in [6]. The operator Y, is 
nonzero only due to the effect of discretization. 
Comparison with the results of Section 4 shows that Y, depends quadratically on g, while Y, 
depends linearly on 6 and & Therefore, for small I] E ]] and in its linear phase of convergence, the 
Hiibner method is faster. 
For the special case E(s) = cos Is, 1 < I< in, we find for the operator Y, the following 
values: 
i 
0 for v<n-1, 
Y,(cosIs,cos~t)= /*(cosvt-cos(N-21+1-v)t) forn-l<v<n, (8.6) 
12(cos nt - +cos(n - 21+ 1)t) for v=n, 
1O 
for v<n-1, 
Y,(cos Is, sin vt) = 12sin(n - 1)t for v=n--l, (8.7) 
12(sin vt+sin(N-21-v)t) forn-I<v<n. 
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Hence the operator Y, represented in the basis of the trigonometric functions is triangular. It has 
a 21-fold eigenvalue I’, and all other eigenvalues are 0. The spectral radius of Y, is therefore 
equal to 
Y,( Y,) = 12. (8.8) 
This determines the asymptotic rate of convergence of Hiibner’s method. 
We apply this to the standard regions listed in Section 5. For the eccentric circle with 
t(s) =p cos s we get an asymptotic convergence factor q,,,, =p2. For the inverted ellipse we 
obtain ((3) = - :(l -p) cos 2s and q_, = (1 -P)~. The = -sign indicates here that only terms 
of second order in p or 1 -p, respectively, are retained. For the Cassini oval with 
P(S)= i”““” 
we obtain E(s) = ir’ cos 2s and the convergence factor qconv = r4. This is in good agreement 
with the results of numerical experiments reported in [lo]. 
9. Interpolation 
In [14] we have considered the problem of whether for a curve with parametrization n there 
exists a polynomial p of form 
n+l 
p(t) = C p, e”‘, Im p1 = Im pn+l = 0, (9.1) 
I=1 
and a vector s E IF8 N such that 
17(s) =Pw (9.2) 
In [14] we have proved the existence of p and s for each curve for sufficiently large N. In the 
following we prove the existence for each N but only for nearly circular curves with representa- 
tion (4.4). In view of the normalization (9.1) p can be uniquely represented in the form 
p(t) = exp(it) . (v-t iK,u), (9.3) 
with some 0 E R! N. We denote by 1 also the vector with all components equal to 1. 
Theorem 3. There exist 6 > 0 and unique continuous mappings s^( E), a( 0, defined for (1 E 11 < E and 
taking values in RN, which satisfy s^(O) = t, 6(O) = 1, and the interpolation condition 
(1 + 5(;(t))). exp(is^(<)) = exp(it) * (I + iKN)G(t). 
These mappings are continuously differentiable. For 5 = 0 the derivatives of s^ and 8 are 
Proof. The function 
F(s, U, <) := (1 + t(s)). exp(is) - exp(it) . (I+ iK,)v 
definesamapping F:RN~RN~C2-+Q=N which is continuously differentiable. In view of (4.4) 
and (9.3) the interpolation condition (9.2) is translated into the equation F(s, o, E) = 0. 
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The function F has a zero at the point (t, 1, 0). The derivatives at this point are 
D,{ F(s, o, S)}(u) = i exp(it) . u, 
4{ f’(s, 0, t)}( Y> = -exp(it). (I+ iK,)y, 
Q { F(s, v, t>}($> = edit) . +(t>. 
The equation 
Q{F(s, v, O>(u) + kP( s, v, t>}(y) = -exp(it) . ( y - i(u - K,y)) = z 
has a unique solution for each z E C N, namely 
y = -Re(exp( -it). z), u = (Im - K,Re)(exp( -it) . 7,). 
Therefore, the hypotheses of the implicit function theorem are satisfied, and one obtains the 
statements of the theorem. q 
10. Conclusions 
We have analyzed discretized versions of the methods of Wegmann [12,13] and Htibner [6], 
and have shown that these methods converge for nearly circular regions with boundary curve 
parametrized by (1 + t( s))e’.‘. Although the continuous versions have been proved to converge 
quadratically, the discrete versions must be classified as being linearly convergent. More 
precisely, the iteration consists of two parts: A part which inherits from the continuous method 
quadratic convergence, and an extraneous part, generated by the discretization, which is linearly 
convergent. The rates of convergence for the latter are of order 0( I] 5 I]) for the Wegmann 
method and 0( ]I 5 ]I 2, for the Hiibner method. 
We have isolated the part of the iteration operator which is responsible for this slow 
convergence. For smooth curves this part of the operator is restricted to a low-dimensional 
subspace of high-order harmonics. For smooth initial data, these high-order harmonics are not 
excited. Therefore, the quadratic convergent part of the iteration is dominant. But the calculation 
will be affected by numerical errors with the effect that high-order harmonics will be generated 
with amplitudes of the order of the numerical errors. This activates the linear convergent 
iteration. 
This argument explains the theoretical expectation and experimental observation that the 
linearly convergent part of the iteration becomes dominant as soon as the changes due to the 
quadratically convergent part become less than the numerical error. One can use this for an a 
posteriori estimate of the numerical error. 
We have also shown, that the results of these methods satisfy all the same discrete version 
(4.11) of Lavrentev’s variational principle (4.12). In Section 9 we have proved that the same is 
true for the solution of the polynomial interpolation problem discussed in [14]. This shows that 
in first order of < the result of all these methods is the same. Therefore, in first order of [ the 
error of the result of the numerical method is given by the error of Wittich’s approximation 
K,&‘(t) for K<. For large N and < the numerical errors are influenced by terms of higher order 
in 115ll- 
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